
University of Hyderabad
Central University P.O., Gachibowli, Hyderabad - 500046

Dated:NOTIFICATION

(Interview for admission to Ph.D. Applied Linguistics)

O/o. the Controller of Examinations
Academic Section

No. UH/Acad/EE/PHDJAN2021/108

04-02-2021

Based on the performance in the written test held in Jan 2021, the following candidates are called for interview for
admission to Ph.D. Applied Linguistics on the basis of the University Grants Commission (Minimum Standards
and Procedure for Award of M.Phil./Ph.D. Degrees) Regulations, 2016

The Online Interview will be tentatively conducted between 11th to 13th Feb 2021

a) Candidates shortlisted for interviews will be informed by the respective Academic Unit through email and/or SMS
about the online interview process and the platform to be used (Zoom/ Google Meet).

b) The detailed schedule for the interviews will be notified course-wise in the website (https://acad.uohyd.ac.in) and
also sent individually to the candidates by Email/SMS.

c) Candidates are advised to ensure that they have a stable Internet connection with audio and video enabled for
the duration of the interview.

d) Candidates may either join through desktop computers/laptop or mobile devices.

e) Candidates shortlisted for interviews will be required to upload their certificates at the link:
https://admissions2020.uohyd.ac.in:824/ . Only pdf/jpeg files will be allowed for upload.

f) Few Academic Units may want to test their writing or other skills. In such cases the academic unit shall inform the
students through email and/or SMS.

g) M.Phil./Ph.D. candidates shortlisted for interviews may please make note of the weightages for different
parameters as published in the prospectus.

h) If a candidate is unable to join the interview for a valid reason (to be decided by the academic unit), s/he may
inform the Head/Dean of the Academic Unit at bhimraobhosale9@gmail.com, caltshod@gmail.com in advance.
The academic unit will attempt to reschedule the interview within the dates announced for the interview.

S.No HT No. Name of the Candidate

1 * 15228007 GADICHERLA NAVEEN

2 * 15228022 RANJITH KUMAR MATHANGI

3 * 16228002 ARYA BABU M

4 * 17228008 NAGENDRA KUMAR GAUTAM

5 ** 15228016 N SANDEEP

6 ** 18228008 POONAM BIRULY

7 # 15228003 ANGELINE LINDA K

8 # 15228005 DANAVENI MADHUKAR
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9 # 15228010 KERSTIN KHUNDAKAPAM

10 # 15228028 VAKKALAGADDA PRATYUSHA

11 # 16228003 ATHIRA RAJ P

12 # 16228005 JIJI CHANDRAN

13 # 17228003 ARUSHI GUPTA

14 # 17228006 HASINA SYED

15 # 17228012 VILAYIL SURENDRA BABU SOORAJ BABU

16 @ 15228029 VENNA MOUNIKA

17 @ 18228006 MANU MASHANI

18 15228008 JIZA MARY THOMAS

19 15228009 JONNAGADLA TEJASWINI

20 15228012 KIRTI MISHRA

21 15228026 SHREOSI

22 15228027 VADDADI SREEVANI

23 16228008 SOORI KRISHNAN A

24 17228004 BOKADE SHUBHAM SURESH

25 17228010 SUYASHI

26 17228011 UZMA AFREEN

27 18228001 ADWITIYA SAMADDAR

28 18228005 DIKSHA

All the above candidates are required to upload documents in the link given
(https://admissions2020.uohyd.ac.in:824/). The University will verify the documents uploaded at the time of interview
and at the time of admission (if granted) and conduct physical verification on reopening of the University. At any
stage if the documents uploaded are found to be incorrect/not in proper format or candidate having given any false
information the University reserves the right to cancel the admission

Devesh Nigam
Controller of Examination
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